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Docket Nos.: 50-275
and 50-323

Mr. J. D. Shiffer, Vice President
Nuclear Power Gener ation
c/o Nuclear Power Generation, Licensing
Pacific Gas and Electric Company
77 Beale Street, Room 1451
San Francisco, California 94106

Dear Mr. Shiffer:

DISTRIBUTION--~F.:
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GHolahan
JLee
OGC-Bethesda
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EJordan
JPartlow
ACRS (10)

DJeng
HAshar
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NChokski
RMcMullen
LReiter
RRothman
GBagchi

SUBJECT: COMMENTS RESULTING FROM JULY 15-16, 1987 GROUND
MOTION,.WORKSHOP (TAC NO. 55305)

Enclosed for your information is a revised summary of NRC staff and
consultant comments made at the July 15-16, 1987 ground motion workshop.
Vhile there is some overlap between these comments and those presented in
Enclosure 7 to our summary of this meeting dated July 30, 1987, »e consider
the enclosed summary to be a more complete version of the earlier summary.
Please note also that it contains two new items (p.2, first two items)
regarding hanging walls and fault segmentation analysis.

f

Also enclosed for your information are the comments of our consultants who
attended this workshop.

As we have discussed, the staff and its consultants are still not clear about
how PG8E plans to use the results of the ground motion studies in the soil
structure interaction analysis and the probabilistic risk assessment.
Because of the importance of this issue we believe that 'a, detailed submittal
and a subsequent meeting are needed to discuss the integration of the .ground
motion estimates into the rest of the analysis. Accordingly, we ask that you
respond to this request within thirty days of receipt of this letter with a
proposed schedule for such a submittal and related meeting.
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The reporting and/or recordkeeping requirements contained in this letter
affect fewer than ten respondents; therefore, OMB clearance is not required
under Pub. L. 96-511.

Please contact us if you should have any questions regarding these matters.

Sincerely,

Original signed hy

Charles M. Trammell, Project Manager
Project Directorate V

Division of Reactor Projects - III,
IV, V and Special Projects

Enclosure:
1. Summary of Staff and Consultant Comments
2. Letter, Aki to Savy dated July 20, 1987
3. Letter, Day to Savy dated August 20, 1987
4. Letter, Archuleta to Savy dated July 27, 1987
5. Letter, Campbell to Rothman dated August 5, 1987
6. Letter, Costantino to Reich dated October 4, 1987

cc w/enclosure:
See next page
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Mr. J. D. Shiffer
Pacific Gas and Electric Company Diablo Canyon

CC:
Richard F. Locke, Esq.
Pacific Gas 5 Electric Company
Post Office Box 7442
San Francisco, California 94120

Janice E. Kerr, Esq.
California Public Utilities Commission
350 McAllister Street
San Francisco, California 94102

Ms. Sandra A. Silver
660 Granite Creek Road
Santa Cruz, California 95065

Mr. W. C. Gangloff
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
P. 0. Box 355
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15230

Managing Editor
San Luis Obispo County Telegram

Tribune
1321 Johnson Avenue
P. 0. Box 112
San Luis Obispo, California 93406

Mr. Leland M. Gustafson, Manager
Federal Relations
Pacific Gas and Electric Company
1726 M Street, N. W.
Washington, DC 20036-4502

Dian M. Grueneich
Marcia Preston
Law Office of Dian M. Grueneich
380 Hayes Street, Suite 4
San Francisco, Cali fornia 94102

NRC Resident Inspector
Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant
c/o U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
P. 0. Box 369
Avila Beach, California 93424

Mr. Dick Blakenburg
Editor E Co-Publisher
South County Publishing Company
P. 0. Box 460
Arroyo Grande, California 93420

Bruce Norton, Esq.
c/o Richard F. Locke, Esq.
Pacific Gas and Electric Company
Post Office Box 7442
San Francisco, California 94120

Dr. R. B. Ferguson
Sierra Club - Santa Lucia Chapter
Rocky Canyon Star Route
„Creston, California 93432

Chairman
San Luis Obispo County Board of

Supervisors
Room 220
County Courthouse Annex
San Luis Obispo, California 93401

Director
Energy Facilities Siting Division
Energy Resources Conservation and

Development Commission
1516 9th Street
Sacramento, California 95814

Ms. Jacquelyn Wheeler
2455 Leona Street
San Luis Obispo, California 93400
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Pacific Gas 5 Electric Company - 2 - Diablo Canyon

CC:
Ms. Laurie McDermott, Coordinator
Consumers Organized for Defense

of Environmental Safety
731 Pacific Street, Suite 42
San Luis Obispo, California 93401

Mr. Joseph 0. Ward, Chief
Radiological Health Branch
State Department of Health

Services
714 P Street, Office Building PG

Sacramento, California 95814

Regional Administrator, Region V

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
1450 Maria Lane
Suite 210
Walnut Creek, California 94596

Ms. Nancy Culver
192 Luneta Street
San Luis Obispo, California 93401

President
California Public Utilities

Commission
California State Building
350 McAllister Street
San Francisco, California 94102

Michael M. Strumwasser, Esq.
Special Assistant Attorney General

State of California
Department of Justice
3580 Wi lshire Boulevard, Room 800
Los Angeles, California 90010





Pacific Gas and Electric Company
Long Term Seismic Program

- 3- Diablo Canyon

CC:
Dr. S. T. Algermissen
U.S. Geological Survey
P. 0. Box 25046

'enverFederal Center-H.S. 966
Denver, Colorado 80225

Dr. Keiiti Aki
Department of Geological Sciences
University of Southerr California
Los Angeles, California 90089

Dr. Ralph J. Archuleta
Department of Geological Sciences
University of California Santa Barbara
Santa Barbara, California 93106

Mr. Don Bernreuter
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory
P. 0. Box 808
Livermore, California 94550

Mr. Donald A. Brand
Vice President, Power Generation
Pacific Gas and Electric Company
77 Beale Street, Room 2917
San Francisco, California 94106

Dr. Robert D. Brown, Jr.
U.S. Geological Survey
Mail Stop 977
345 Middlefield Road
Menlo Park, California 94025

Hr. Lloyd S. Cluff
Pacific Gas and Electric Company
77 Beale Street, Room 2661
San Francisco, California 94106

Dr. David B. Slemmons
2995 Golden Valley Road
Reno, Nevada 89506

Dr. Robert Fitzpatrick
Building 130
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, New York 11973

Dr. C. J. Costantino
Building 129
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, New York 11973

State Geologist
California Divison of Hines

and Geology
Room 1351
1416 Ninth Street
Sacramento, California 95814

Dr . Steven H. Day
S-Cubed
P. 0. Box 1620
La Jolla, California 92038

Dr. George Gazetas
JEC 4049
Renssalear Polytechnic Institute
Troy, New York 12180-3590

'r.

James Davis
California Division of
Mines and Geology

1516 Ninth St. « Fourth Floor
Sacramento, CA 95814

Dr. Morris Reich
Structural Analysis Division
Building 129
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, New York 11973

Dr. Jean Savy
Hail Stop L-196
Lawrerce Livermore Laboratory
P. 0. Box 808
Livermore, California 94550

Dr. Anestis S. Veletsos
5211 Paisl ey Avenue
Houston, Texas 77096

Dr. Ken Campbell
U. S. Geological Survey
P. 0. Box 25046, Hail Stop 966
Denver Federal Center
Denver, Colorado 80225





Pacific Gas and Electric Company
Long Term Seismic Program

CC:
Dr. Michael Bohn
Sandia Lab. - Organization 6412
Post Office Box 5800
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185

Edie Clark
613 Stanford Drive
San Luis Obispo, California 93401

- 3a - Diablo Canyon

Yir. h'illiam H. Ra3lace
Vice President, Engineering
Pacific Gas and Electric Company
77 Beale Street, Room 2645
San Francisco, California 94106
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Enc'1 osure

Summar of Staff and Consultant Comments made at the Jul 15-16, 1987
roun otson or s o

The amount of work performed and the attention paid to the relevant issues in
the numerical modeling studies is impressive.

In the numerical modeling studies, thepe is a need to make estimates of the
uncertainty and to track the uncertanties in obtaining the hazard curves to be
used as input for the Probabilistic Risk Assessment.

The numerical modeling methods should be applied to earthquakes other than
those from which it was developed to see how well the ground motion can be
predicted.

Coherency is very strongly non-stationary and assuming stationarity may not be
correct. The effects of a propagating rupture should be considered in the
coherency estimates. It is not clear how the spatial incoherency is to be used
to derive a realistic input motion for use in the soil structure interaction
analysis.

Consideration should be given to producing other ground motion estimates along
with spectral acceleration. Also, the ground motion estimates seem to be
concentrated on peak ground acceleration and spectral acceleration in the 3 to
8.5 Hertz, a broader range of frequencies seems appropriate.

Input parameters important to the ground motion estimates should be identified
and sensitivity studies should be performed on them.

Site effects on recordings made in the plant area may be reflected as
amplification in the 2 to 6 Hertz range and the recordings may also reflect
the effect of the presence of the structures.

The change in the element size in the modeling study from 3 X 4 km to 1.5 X

I.5 km may overly reduce the level of the spectrum at frequences of
engineering importance.

The assumption in the modeling study that the slip distribution is the same as
the 1979 Imperial Yalley earthquake where the seismogenic zone is probably
below 5 km is not appropriate for the Diablo Canyon site where there may be
significant slip up to 2 km from the surface.

In using the generalized ray theory method the su~face wave contribution is
not seen and the duration of the records may be too short.

Attenuation should be examined and the effects of the differences in
attenuation between Imperial Valley and Diablo Canyon should be addressed.

Mith respect to the empirical ground motion studies, the median and 84
percentile spectra over the entire frequency range are needed.





The Diablo Canyon site could be on the hanging wall of a postulated Hosgri
reverse or thrust fault. Both the empirical and numerical studies should take
this into account since ground motion recordings on hanging walls appear to be
systematically higher than those on the foot walls.

In the fault segmentation analysis, the probabi listic formulation appears
questionable. The problem that is to be solved is; given the existence of an
observed change in fault characteristics, what is the likelihood of it being
the end of an earthquake rupture?

It is not clear how the results of the theoretical and numerical ground motion
studies are to be used in the Soil Structure Interaction analysis and the
Probabi listic Risk Assessment. The flow char t presented at the meeting did
not have enough detail to allow evaluation.
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DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOG1CAL 5CIENCES

Toom, (213) 743-27) 7

20 July 1987

Dr. Jean Savy
Lawrence Livermore Nat'1 Laboratory
P.O. Box 808
Livermore, CA 94550

Dear Jean:

This is my letter report on the Diablo Canyon LTSP ground motion workshop held
on 15-)6 July 1987 in San Francisco.

Before commenting on the main subject of the workshop, namely, ground motion,
I would like to mention that I was very much encouraged by Kevin Coppersmith's
presentation on progress in seismic source characterization from the geology/
seismology/geophysics data. I felt that he was pursuing a new promising direction
by relating various features of a fault zone with potential earthquake source
parameters. Combined with the numerical modeling approach for ground motion
estimation, it may be revolutionizing the seismic hazard estimation, and the
present Diablo Canyon LTSP may serve as a model in the future.

There are, however, several pit falls covered up in brilliant presentations given
in the two-day workshop.

(1) Leon Reiter objected to Kevin's statement about the probability of a geologic
fault-step becoming an end point of an earthquake fault, and stated that the
"normalized" probability does not apply to the probability for a given fault-
step. I agree with Leon, and let me explain why.

Let "A" be the existence of a geologic fault step, and "B" being an end point
of an earthquake fault. Kevin's observation indicated that the occurrence of
"A and B" and that of "A and non-B" are about the same.'riting these joint
probabilities as P(A,B) and P(A,B), respectively, we have

P(A,B)"-P(A,B).

Defining the conditional probability P(A/B) as the probability of "A" given the
condition "B", we can write

P (A,B)~P (A)P (B/A)<P (B) P (A/B),
P (A)B)~P {A)P {B/A)~P (B) P {A/B).

Thus, we have

P (B) P (A/B)=P (B) P (A/B)

or P (A/B)=P (A/B)—P(B)
P(B) .

~lVERSlTYOF SOL'tTHELN CAUFORMA, UNÃERSlTYPARK, LOS AYGELES. CAUFOMlA900S9.0741
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This is the "normalized" probability of Kevin, showing tha:, if P(B) is greater
than P(B), the conditional probability of finding fault-step at the end point
is higher than that at the mid point.

On the other hand, if we want to find the conditional probability for a given
fault step, we find

P(B/A)-P(B/A),

supporting Leon's statement in the meeting.

(2) With regard to the source aspect of the numerical modeling, I am most concerned
with the deficiency in the intermediate frequency range by the Joyner-Boore scaling.
Upon my question, Paul Sommerville agreed that the deficiency exists, and it
will be greater if the sub-event size is reduced. This is an extremely serious
problem, because if one makes the sub-event infintesimally small, there will be
no appreciable acceleration generated by the source. What concerns me most
is that this most seriously effect is completely disregarded in the ENCLOSURE

B, where the problem with the Joyner-Boore scaling is addressed.

The preference of 1.5xl.5km over 3x4km sub-event was discussed in view of the2 2

Fraunhofer approximation by Paul, but his discussions are not at all founded
on physical ground. He pretended that the Joyner-Boore mocel is equivalent to
the specific barrier model, and tried to justify the sub-event size from the point
of barrier-interval. As he agreed upon my question, the stress drop in each sub-eve=t
is reduced by the factor equal to the cube root of momemt ratio. This2implies
the reduction of stress drop by several tens if. one uses the 1.5xl.5km sub-event,
with a significant reduction of acceleration in the interrediate frequency range.

The need for the Fraunhofer approximation comes from the deficiency of their
method of caZculation used for Green's function. If the method is adapted to
the case of a finite source, the need disappears. In any case, this need should
not be considered as competing with the physical need for expressing the real
earthquake process.

In fact, the Joyger-Boore model is only justified as a .phenomenological model
gnerating the - scaling approximately. There is no clear physical support
to the model.

The preference of smaller sub-event by Paul on unfounded grounds makes me feel
uncomfortable because it would underestimate the acceleration in a clever, clandestine
manner.

(3) Paul Sommerville and Ben Tsai insisted that the decay of acceIe'ration spectra
with frequency is similar among Imperial Valley, Coalinga and Diablo Canyon.
I noticed, however, an apparent amplification by a factor of 2 to 3 for the frequency
range from 2 to 6 Hz observed for the Diablo Canyon relative to the interpolation
of higher frequency trend. I was impressed because it agreed excellently with
the result obtained by Scott Phillips (MIT, PhD thesis, 19S5) for the USGS station
at See Canyon located about 5 miles from the site on the same rock (Miocene
marine).
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I a= enclosing copies of relevant pages from the Phyllips thesis. Fig. 2.4a
on =. 53 shows the USGS stations used in his thesis work. Fig. 2.4b on p. 54
shc- s the location of PSE (station near the Diablo Canyon). Table on p. 88 shows
the rock type for the station PSE. The site amplification factor at PSE relative
to the average of all stations studied is given below for various frequencies:

frequency in Hz 1.5 )2

amplification factor 1.6 3.5 ).2

The above factor was obtained from the natural logarithm for power given in Table
3.2 of his thesis. Finally, the distribution of amplification factor for 6Hz
fo the central California is shown in Fig. 3.3c on p. 104. The Diablo Canyon
area is of the highest amplification in the whole area for 6Hz.

I urge Paul and Ben to study the site amplification effect at the Diablo Canyon
re'tive to some of the nearby USGS stations for which Phillips estimated the
site effect.

(4) The final point I'd like to raise is the procedure used for estimating the
coherency of seismic motion. It is well known (since my own work published in
Bu l. Earthq. Res. Inst. in the late 50's) that the spatial coherency of seismic
mo=ion due to local earthquakes is very high at the arrival of main P and S waves,
bu= is decreased with time and becomes very low for the coda. The procedure
used by Paul Sommerville is to calculate the coherence for a relatively long
time window assuming that the statistical properties of waves are stationary
in time. I imagine that the coherency must be higher if only early part is studied.
It may be that the early part contribute more significantly to strong motion.
It is, therefore, important to approach the problem without assuming the stationarity
in time.

In summary, the above three issues concern me greatly, because, if unchecked,
they tend to bias the ground motion estimate toward a lower value. All these
matters are highly technical and therefore may be easily hidden from a lapnan.
In order to secure the credibility of this innovative approach of numerical modeling,it is essential that all these issues be clearly exposed and fully addressed.

Sincerely yours,

I
'L

(

Keiiti Aki

eLcl o
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Table 3.2

(Paset spcf «j
Site Effect Results and Standard Errors

X = 2 ln {NX)
S = Standard Error {Napiers)
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N~O~4 s-cQBED
A Dlotslon of Maxtocll Laboratorfes, Inc.

Augus'0, 1987

Dr. Jean Savy
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
P. O. Box 808
MaD Stop I 106
Livermore, California 94550

Dear Jean:

The following is my report on the San Francisco meeting of July
15 and 16, 1987, between the NRC staE and P. G. and E. I have
confined my comments to the ground motion tasks of the Long Term
Seismic Program.

The P.G. and E. work on ground motion is well focussed, the cru-
cial problems seem to have been identi6ed, and progress on these prob-
lems has been very impressive. Furthermore, virtually all comments
previously made by the ground motion review panel have been, or are
being, addressed by the project team.

Also impressive is the degree to which various parts of the study
have now been integrated. For example, the site recording program
has yielded important site-specific estimates of t (the scale factor in the
attenuation exponent), and these estimates have been incorporated
into the numerical modeling v ork performed by %'oodward-Clyde. As
a second example, a scheme has been devised and used to estimate
site-speci6c spatial coherency; this was accomplished by combining
results of P.G. and E.'s site recording program with %'oodward-
Clyde's numerical modeling program. The geology/geophysics team is
presently developing estimates of the characteristic slip for a
hypothesized Hosgri fault earthquake, and I hope that these results too
willbe incorporated into the numerical ground motion modeling.

There was little discussion at the'workshop of the problem of
integrating the ground m~..1on results with the Soil Structure Interac-
tion (SSI) analyses. The ground motion panel was'provided with a
written report on the December 1986 SSI workshop, which addressed
this problem. That report suggests that an effort is being made to
incorporated the ground motion spatial coherency models into SSI.
However, the methodology should be discussed with the ground motion
panel as well, I think.

P.P. Box 1620, Lo JoL'a, Ca'„'amia 920381620
'P~t t r ~~ g1at ggQ.~

3398 Carme! Mountain Rocd, San Diego, California 92121 1098

TM%: 910-337-1253 Tele~vier: (619) 7554474
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- 2 - S. M. Day - August $0, 1987

The numerical ground motion simulations shown at the wortshop
were systematically d'eficient in low-frequency energy. Unfortunately,
the frequency band in which the simulations are deficient extends at
least as high as 2 or 3 Hz in some cases, well within the frequency
range of engineering interest. This is the inevitable result of using
subevents of small source dimension. Because of the use of Joyner-
Boore scaling of the subevent moment, the high-frequency asymptote

. of the 'simulated response {or Fourier) spectrum should be nearly
invariant with subevent size, as confirmed by the numerical simula-
tions. However, as the subevent size is reduced, the low-frequency
problem gets worse, and extents to higher frequency. I thint this
argues against using the small subevent siie in the simulations. I
recognize that using a large subevent raises some concern about the
theoretical validity of the Fraunhofer approximation {concern which I
voiced myself in an earlier review letter). However, I think it is now
clear that simulations using the larger subevents are more successful in
matching the characteristics of recorded ground motion Rom large
earth quates.

The uncertainty in the numerical modeling results needs to be
estimated. This might be accomplished by applying the modeling
method to recorded earthquates other than Coalinga and Imperial Val-
ley (since these events were used to calibrate the model to begin with).
It is obviously important that such modeling be carried out without
incorporating source information {such as asperity locations) which
would not be available c priori for a prospective Hosgri Fault earth-
quake.

Sincerely,

Steven M. Day

s-cQBED 0~% d~E{i
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UYI~ ERSITY OF CALIFORNIA. SANTA BARBARA

I<).SL'S ~ ~ DA'VIS ~ IBVlNL ~ LOS A'SC.ELK< ~ Bl'VEB<IDE ~ SA'N DlECO 'h'N FRANCISCO SAlTA BARBARA ~ SANTA CM.'2

I)! I'h'- ~!I ~l Ol (l!Ol (l( ICAI SCIFN('IS ShhlA IIARBARA.CALIFOR.'i!A 9lllk

July 27, 1987

Dr. Jean Savy,
Laveence Livermore Lab.
Mail L-196
P.O. 808
Livermore, CA 94550

Dear Jean,

Enclosed are my comments on the PGkE prowess report presented July 15 and 16, 1987, in San
Francisco. Please send to me the comments of Steve and Kei when you receive them.

Sincer y,

alph J. Archuleta
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Comments on PGE;E Meeting
July 15, 16, 1987

Ralph J. Archuleta

Clearly PGE;E has done a substantial amount of work in preparation for the final stages. The

presentations by Drs. Coppersmith, Sadigh and Sommerville were real tours de force. I left this

meeting with a much clearer idea of how PGE E was developing individual approaches and how it

was integrating its various approaches. Loosely quoting George Bernard Shaw, 'Science never

solves anything. For every question it answers it finds ten more.'his may me the reason behind

M. Cluffs remark that in spite of the obvious progress being made there is always a"However."

I have some fundamental questions about the semi-empirical numerical modeling approach.

The approach itself seems sound. My concern is the proposed application to DCPP given the

geometry of the faults and velocity structure for DCPP.

(1) The distribution ofslip with depth

Based on their analysis of the Imperial Valley earthquake PG8:E has decided to use the
distribution of slip with depth found by Hartzell and Heaton to model faulting pertinent to
DCPP. Thus faulting near DCPP willhave three to eight times as much slip at depth as
near the surface. I regard this as a serious error which underdetermines the expected
ground motion.

The velocity structure, which I could not find anywhere in the notes so I used one based
on viewgraphs presented, between the Hosgri and DCPP is approximately:

Depth Thickness P-wave '-wave Density
0.0 0.2 2.0 0.7 2.4
0.2 0.3 3.5 2.0 2.5
0.5 0.25 5.0 2.9 2.6
0.75 11.25 5.5 3.2 2.7

12.0 ~22.00 6.3 3.64 2.8

The significant aspect of this structure is that the elastic material in the seismogenic zone
comes within one kilometer of the surface. This velocity structure is far different from that
in the Imperial Valley which has been used for much of the calibration of the method. The
Imperial Valley has large slip amplitudes in the region where the velocity (P-wave
5.65-5.85 km/s, S-wave 3.27-3.38 km/s) is high and uniform similar to that found
between 0.75 km and 12 km depth at DCPP. The amplitudes of the ground motion scale
directly with the shear modulus which is proportional to the S-wave velocity squared.
Thus by restricting the large slip to occur only at depths around 10 km, the ground motion
contribution Rom the upper parts of the fault that are closer to DCPP iszignificantly
smaller. There is no justification for using the Hartzell and Heaton distribution of slip for
DCPP. What should be used is the fact that wherever the elasti'c properties are similar to
that in the known seismogenic zone one can expect similar values of stress drop and slip.

A major point of discussion was whether or not the upper two kilometers could store and
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Comments on PGE;E Meeting
July 15, 16, 1987

Ralph J Atchuleta

release elastic energy that would contribute to strong ground motion. In fact, PGE;E has

shown that that is true. In enclosure B, Section 4.5 PGE;E discusses simulation of the San

Fernando Pacoima dam record. First note that in Figure 4.26 that the maximum amount of
slip occurs in the upper couple of kilometers. In Figure 4.28 the time history resulting
from this distribution of slip is shown. In particular note the waveforms and amplitudes
arriving around 10-11 seconds. In order to get a better match to the actual data (Figure
4.27) the slip distribution from Figure 4.26 is modified. The original and modified
distributions are both shown in Figure 4.29. The only significant difference between the
two is the amount of slip in the shallowest part of the fault 5.7 m compared to 3.25 m.
Now compare Figures 4.30 and 4.28 paying particular at tention to the accelerograms
around 10-11 seconds. There is a substantial increase in the amplitude which must be due

only to the change from 3.25 m to 5.7 m. This change was made to produce a better flit to
the data (Section 4.5, Enclosure B) which shows the peak acceleration late in the record.

Although there are not a lot ofwell documented cases which distinguish between energy
released in the upper kilometers, there are some. I have included a copy of the June 23,
1987 EOS. Please note the abstract under the Seismology heading. It has several relevant
results including significant amount of energy release at shallow depths from a thrust fault ~

Interestingly the rupture apparently propagated downdip.

While the Imperial Valley may be among the, best documented earthquakes, its slip
distribution is strongly correlated with the velocity structure. I can see no reason to
assume that such a slip distribution would be generic to other earthquakes that occur in
different velocity structures.

(2) The appropriate Green's functions for the semi-empirical source

The empirical source is meant to account for variations in the seismogram that result from
wavelengths shorter than the characteristic dimension of the source. There are some
pitfalls in this approach as it is currently being applied by PG&E. First, the effects of
propagation are being computed using generalized rays. Although I cannot be certain, I
think that the only rays being considered are direct P wave, direct S v, ave and possibly the

postcritical reflection &om 12 km. These rays may be sufficient for a source which is deep
(As shown below at least one more ray should be added). When the source is in the upper
couple ofkilometers, the surface wave contribution must be included. The calibration of
the method thus far has not been adequate. The Imperial Valley source is taken from an

aftershock at 9.5 km depth; the Coalinga aftershock is also at 10 km depth. The ground
motion willnot be representative of the response one would expect from a source at 1 or 2
km depth. The source must be convolved with the complete Green's function and not just
one or two rays. I am including two figures which shows the complete response (0-16
Hz) at DCPP due to a double-couple, vertical, strike-slip, source at 2 km depth (DCSS2)
and at 10 km (DCSS10). The source is 5.41 km from the observer at an azimuth of 67.5',
clockwise from North. 'Ihe velocity structure is the same as that given above. The
components of ground motion are vertical, radial and tangential from top to bottom,
respectively. As one can see from these figures the radial and vertical components of
ground motion &om the source at 2 km depth is significantly different &om that at 10 km.
The ground motion on all three components for the 10 km deep source could be adequately
represented by several generalized rays; however, that is not true for the shallow source.
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July 15, ] 6, 1987

Ralph J. Archuleta
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It is worth noting that the prominent phase seen about 0.6 seconds after the direct S wave
(and multiples thereafter) is not the postcritical reflection due to the boundary at 12 km.
The observer is not at the appropriate range. This pulse is du to the reflection from the
boundary at 0.2 km depth. (A much smaller pulse at 0.9 seconds after the direct S is due
to the reflection from 0.5 km.) As one can see from the tangential component there is a site
condition, i.e., the wave is bouncing between the free surface and the boundary at 0.2 km,
that could lead to an enrichment of spectral content at 1.7 Hz This particular ray is not
presently included in the suite ofgeneralized rays being used to compute the ground
motion at DCPP. When the source is at the right distance for the postcritical refle-tion
from 12 km, the postcritical reflection and the the near surface reflection are going to
interfere.

Mypoht is that the complete Green's functions are approximated by a couple of
generalized rays representing body waves. These generalized rays may well represent the ..

ground response for a deep source, but they are not appropriate for a shallow source that
exists near DCPP. Complete Green's functions are necessary when modeling the shallow
part of the rupture. It would also appear that at least one additional ray is needed even for
the deep sources.

The second issue is attenuation. The assumption being made in this approach is that the
attenuation for the medium around DCPP is equal to or greater than the attenuation of the
medium from which the empirical source was recorded. This assumption has not been
justified. In fact, PG &E had assumed less attenuation of high frequencies for a rock site
compared to a soil site in the regression analysis approach. I think that attenuaDon is a
solvable problem at DCPP. It willrequire the semi-empirical approach to be modified if
PG8;E intends on using the Imperial Valley and Coalinga aftershocks as its empiri"al
source functions. It was surprising to see that both the Coalinga and Imperial Valley

'ftershockhad the same attenuation considering that Coalin~~ aftershock was mostly
recorded on a rock sites.

(3) Style offaulting

There were several comments made about whether or not one could have strike-slip
faulting on a fault with a dip significantly different Rom 90'. Part of the discussion
centered on the North Palm Springs earthquake ofJuly 8, 1986. There are other
earthquakes that also show dominant strike-slip on shallow dipping faults. I have included
references to both the Ml 6.4 Chalfant Valley earthquake o'uly 21, 1986, and the

ML1952 Kern County earthquake. In both cases the strike-slip to reverse component is

about 2 to 1. The Kern County earthquake needs a qualifier. On pan of the fault near the
hypocenter, dip of 73', the reverse component is 1.2 times larger than the strike-slip.
However, on the rest of the fault with dips of 35'nd 20', the ratio is 2 to 1 for strike-slip
over reverse slip. Thus I think PGkE is not covering the full range ofpossibilities for
faulting near DCPP ifthey restrict strike-slip to the nearly vertical fault an'd reverse slip to
the dipping faults. It seems that real earthquakes have both components on shallow
dipping faults.

The next major issue is coherence. The coherence technique that fo"ov s from Smith et al. (BSSA,

1982, pp. 237-258) is dependent on the length of the time window being used. For example, in
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July 15, 16, 1987

Ralph J. Arcbuleta

Smith et al. they find a spatial covariance of about 0.27 for the North-South component from

stations 1 and 3 (Figure 15, distance of 55 m, no filter). However, Spudich and Cranswick

(BSSA, 1984, pp. 2083-2114) find a peak correlation of almost 1.0 for the time during which the

maximum amplitude S-waves are amving fear the same stations (Figure 7). The principal difference

between the two methods is the length of the time window. Spudich and Cranswick use 1.0

second window; Smith et al. use a 6.0 second window. Since the coherence willbe used for the

input to the base, it may be that the appropriate time window willbe considerably less than 1.0

second. Regardless, I think that the coherence analysis is going to require more. investigation.

My final comments are on the regression analysis. I appreciate. the efforts that are being made to

distinguish between rock and soil sites, e.g., Appendix C, Enclosure E. I suppose from a

statistical point of view there may be a 0,19 difference in the mean. But, my gosh, in looking at the

scatter in the peak acceleration data for a given magnitude or a given distance of a rock site I
wonder why bother. The factor of 0.19 is completely lost in the dispersion. I am going to bring

up a point that I have previously objected to. The regression curves always have a term that

represents geometrical attenuation like 1/(R + r)> where R is some measure of distance from the

fault to the receiver, r is a constant and gis a constant generally close to 1.0. In this work, r is

disguised in the form C(M) where M is magnitude, e.g., 0.88exp(0.47M), Enclosure E, p. IV-1.

(I could not find the numerical values used for strike slip, this is the expression for reverse faults.)

. This term is always put in there to allow for saturation. IfR is much greater than r, the peak

acceleration falls like R >; however, when R is much less than r, the peak acceleration is almost

constant.

In the regression there are other terms for which a physical basis exists, but this one has none. In

fact, contrary to all the arguments about goodness offit, it is obvious that this term is an arufact.

Consider Figure C-3, magnitude 6.3-6.7. The 1979 Imperial Valley earthquake is responsible for

almost all of the strike-slip data points shown. A 1/R line fits the trend of the data from 5.0 km to

200 km. The saturation comes from points plot ted at distances of 0.5 to 3.0 km. Yet, PG8" E has

gone through considerable effort to show that the asperity located at a true distance of about 12-13

km is the cause of the peak accelerations. The saturation is bogus. Ifthe points plotted at 0.5-3.0

km were plotted at 12-13 km, there would be no saturation. In Figure C-1, M5.8-6.2 the two data

plotted at 0.5 km which apparently show saturation are from the same station (Coyote Lake Dam)
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Comments on PGE;E Meeting
July 15, 16, 1987

Ralph J rchuleta

for the Morgan Hillearthquake. Yet, a recent paper by Hartzell and Heaton (BSSA, 1986, pp.

649-674) as well as abstracts by Beroza and Spudich show that the likelycause of the peak

a"celeration is a large asperity located about 12 km from this station. There are very few data

v, hich can honestly be plotted at 2-3 km distance, perhaps Pacoima Dam. In the very fev cases

where the data have been analyzed to get even a rough picture of the faulting, the analysis shows

that the stations that are more like 10 km distant from the faulting responsible for the peak

acceleration. Ifone puts numbers into this fudge factor 0.88exp{0.47M), the distance r is quite

large, e.g. M&.5,r=18.7 km; M=7.0, r=23.6 km. These values are substantially greater than the

depth of the seismogenic zone which might conceivably be a physical parameter that could limit
I

peak acceleration. Considering the proximity ofDCPP to the faults in the area, this factor

0.88exp(0.47M) (or one like it) is the determining factor for peak acceleration, and yet it is the most

questionable. It has no physical basis. It has almost zero data to support it.

Overall I think that PGE'E is converging on a final product. Despite my criticisms ofparticular
'spectsI was impressed with the quality and quantity of work. The ustrumentation pro@am is of

the highest quality. The numerical modeling is bearing down on the important questions. The

acceleration data base is probably the most complete anywhere. The PGE;E effort is quite

outstanding.
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Planetology: Comets
and Small Bodies
40)I lskrsctt«w vir1 vusr OIAJ test«1 wl fuhtt
141(rtrCTOTAII5 A1 ltH1IAGHI'111111 NOINIS COOIFANISGtf
Oi COstf 2 GIAITINIHI,ZIHHIN AktlViHIIS
D. J. Stet'enws Itin At«Ass Htr«isi 144«st«f, jtj D ~ )5, L«
Air«os HM ltjill
J. T. G«145, C. T. Newrh. Osd J. A. SJS«te
'Noh r~'wff''t.g«vt"IG.JI «4 Vraet 11«r

«SAArtotsdt cnsduiss if Jru»4 kuryttaituy ssiirtic firtd
tiara. This fviitinr Jrtp4D 4 csvrnI hg ~ ir4titfArsr ktirra
~rs«W nf Dtrstff 14« u«pI4 sist gr Wt ttn 4«IIS ail Ipnpt II«V
~fpi 4 niu rn thp 4«tvs Ittt~ ntottnrd OIAts thr vraet
sssnrhrk 4 11 thr fhsrit Vrsit thHut sid viAIAAr G.g. sall
11 tk Inkrntt4ntt tnsrtstg I stinrrt Iffffrwlnf I .1. kw
Prr«4tntf btra csshintd « it1 ttffttI attics conttdrtstisns ta iifrr
stag of 11r phgtKSI SIKKtrrntK~ ti 14tlr t«o nusirtetsiit 11
tt» err»st payer ir cess«p s«4 ceitrsst N»tr shgticsi
chit«urhtkl «4 t1rrrbr rss«4r ttww stprck of tsr tsunctioss
«IA thc raut uini snd Jwl«4 stgsrutsd fsraiAC t«ocrtw
vhic1 srr ceasen st tlc tie Ioiirt.S«J tink vhich Kc JIffrffst.
Wc fisi tkt Ar nrrr sosnpsvk rash«As obf ~ cree»i roti iiAc
tsh 4«swtw ~ piecnt st 4th vriet ind rp.g sn4 11st 4«O4D st
~ 1c tne «ffy JJfcrrst ttffd 4«th ~ Kc«rs tw 4«nes«w Ksu trrcr.
Oi Ar erlrt lsnh. iis dptna«s. irma tait ssw It«sr«. rsu srd
Jsh foffir, SAJ 41» I«trt str IKS«t if ID', )0. IDD. Ssi '0
it«is itrstrr ia tlr ii 1, trit t1sa is Vr«t nhitr 411 flin
~errdt snd 41 trspitstsrrs src f«tnrs of I j osl JOD ttsrt loner
11rw 1st Jr avt«httiw drtfrffncrt io Ar t«ot»ttirt niAis Ar t«o
«star«trit ~It ~ tttib«ts14 ro tlc Iiishtsilif Cffrkt vplltrra
sr\I 4OJIAC ef tk \stir vied 11 tic ct\rtdrd sretnt Sts«nekff
~I G 2 Icsurtt is irirtsl) cestwtrd to Ar Jrsrtst4«ttf hoend
Ksstpscff of vriet. {IJtsnrt» firli thsp44, Istrrtwt4nst
react«g Csp4rrr, ywsrrr Vrsvt Orihut)

J. C«ghgs. Die. ~ A, yryrr JAAeSO

Seismology
121$ Fwtthtsst P sarnwtrr«
ItfffnDf fitt IIN ISISIN Itn IOAA Nfl%fairs ~ At CISAI IAr
fANINittACCgrip'I N't. Inhtkcttnt> tknk VsfC gttsn ANALTCIS
ttr IltcAL Set»sr.eANS
Owrtrs I Innp«t w It«parti nt «I I:in«ptrvps, Itw
fp«nfflronto Stir« ylrlwrsltr ~ tlnlrprnltg y1Ai
yrwsglrsnta Il«tlt

Vsse firn« I ~ p ilp«ia Incr «4«1«sst ln it torah««Is
ni ttw tr~ ~, ~ ttprtrrinp pnrthenrt rppr rJP4 it Ihr VV55N

itntba M'u nrp nartrrtd trr Jptpr«l« tip 4ryA ~ lsirl
iwtiN if Isrltiw. i«sinn thr ~ N«wil tnt tsytste earth
~«Age sro«r«PP, t:Intr Jnyth r4I P« inr 1«JIAN iy ini 11
~ri nppn IA thr I«nil npl«svrv« it Jistsnpra oi 10 ia
~I LA i«4 nrp nt«41«4 n«tnp «rnthpt tr «pt«nnsrws pna
tprtrd viisc ppnptilipni rir ~ hn«r ««I w«psatwr Isis
frith« Itetwta«r«, tntpe spl5 rit lni spin rs t4 irr
I Ipil pray spit «4 ~ I Ivri I iiri tnr n«f riint1 I«elf
~rsrrr Jprthi 4 «« that 1 I«. 14 «t«»I yprb«I y vs«r
lars cnntsini thp 4«i 4 et 4 p ~ r tiiirr IA ihi Intn oi
ir sa ttwi Jryttr p«r I«ritIA«t«4 tn vlihla sn vnrrr
I ~ lnif it it«wi I ln Inr «wt re«it ~ ftw Inrr«h«cll~

clviier et IiiiAin 2 Is Jii A isi swi Altsrphnihs
nrp«r «11111 I 1a nt ihr i«its n I Ipv ~ Itic«4»ts
npp«r ss Jppp i«1 1« tt np tw«It« ntp t«Niitpnt
viitr 1 prp«t ai trip«plwt~ vn« tnt««tnie tn «1IA
twltlnn vi« tntpttno I ~ ~ r»r ~ Nsr thp i«tinpp it I,'I
41 JryA vlth r«M«rs prvp«41«c AN«srd sni A«t rs
re«itic ~ hi Jrpttr, ltw«p rpwiii rwplri vIA greet

~ trrrs ~ Ivilp« IA thp I«~ Is«it«A «Iield s«J an4il ~

ni crwtsl iirp«AAA» thsi Inrl tine 11 ~ r«lJ
~1lrli ~ rrs Ii i nrv i«rf«r ft»«pwp«a aAJ I«piles
that «wt if It«rr«it I~ t» ~ trnrv. In 4 Irspt«rph,
tststt fpttni rrItw~, «st ~ 4 Mt ~ irittwth sptwI
Pt«NP A««r ~ ~ Itin «Plviri~ r I

J. Cnoptqe. Dii., 1, piper tsvtl~

Space Plasma Physics
Thll Iuvps enrl Inst ih»illps
IOI/ttH Hct CIAPTvcu/IIH CNDLc. Flftlt IICIISAILITICSM'AA
Tttc Igstin tttpsin rprDpgrg
S.rit«c esty ltr. Dt vt~ 4x Alas«t rut lnnal Lsiwtitoty,
lns 1)ww, Mt NISI\I
pntvtt 1 Tutst, IS«t ulnsl ~

IMIiblIllIts Msr ttvt )tsar hgt» Jh Jt«ytrnty ~ Ii
ltwrstITstrd bg tsssrrlcsily snlvIAT Ihe llnrst Vlssnv
~)actions«Mtlc disi»tsinn equstlen. Thp contlT«ration
I~ thst ol tvo wvv«pwt lrid Inn ccsponpnts. ~ less
beet bran ond I ost«dense core, stteantny across ~
tstiotn «nywt)c field vlth Aspwtlcrd electrons ln ttw
ceto ««catv Jcsv All 'ihtpe csepunpnto ore
cnnslhrwl to twv slollsr trot»tatures. Tht ~ hoper
~ It«Iles ttvt Dstsnrtcic by«Ad«neve of oaslnv 9rt«pth
~ ati foc three distinct «ptpst ttw ~ Iectrsn/ion bpnn
«s)tf lid tvo sttisn instability, ths electron/lon cotr
«iilllidtvo stir«a Instshlllty, s«I thr Isn/tert Iswr
hybrid lnstshl)lty. In Ihe plepttnststlc ll~It, thr
rlrrtrnn/tine Instability hss s )risc Ihtrshnih snt
1st ~ I rtrr«nh tati ttan II~ ilitltrrt/tnt~ ~ rerttntlnrt.
~ wptl n «r «JIAI lr in nph mr runstt l«i~ pnt rnsht ~

~ Iso suy) st that thi electron/bran Instability lws'
nasl«s otovth cate tlat ls cryts) to of Ttcs'trc than
t4t oi the lan/lon IMtibilityJsc al) ylssno beta
valves. Thus ttw ~ )icttun/bpv sudllled tv stress
Instability I~ ~ ) italy csndldsto ts scca«At fof I!N
pere«»e ol lave hgt»td Iluctustltpw ln the loot ot
the earth' bov sheet st lov beta,

J. r««yhge, Cri ~ Ar ysyir gittoll

gtn N«anbst s4«htbs s«JIP
tvtLLISNINALINTFNCTIANOFINSTANILITYl. NtttifNICAL5114.
IILATNINSOFIIITyyillfJIIATF5CALC INDFGIILANITIFB
5. Js»4« ss4 C. t 5«thr (grbwt ilChcuhsl Cncurnhs ssi L«4.
rttuy «I ph«w Ct«Junc«n»D ltsuipAg, It'isa, ttpp Yirl !roil)

Nsantrsl rtarhthv ri t4 t«s»SCtpd NstbtSLTrrtw twtsLSsf
{OAT)w t«wpsuL Ths snhl i«i r4«stations aff sist'«sbh ~ 1st.
Ow s«i tryet4 syprii y. s sruNe 1«iis ch«4 i gas aha, ssi r«D«4«sl
4tr«4«rs 4ruttttf ia tw»st T4 yrindyal rash ls tlat i4 ones
tiw sf tlr Lstswtuf u«JS ti ii«Wtrytt res« is«nnhc sf swptf
~4«wtisl (S«str«444) «uhttw sts«C As sdwthu rtnuu iili.Oni

~4e 444 ru«tss yr«g«sstuc y«y«44«W to /«tl at«C Aristrriw
sf (4 ~ ngg«444 strst«ffe. T4 tyrtust yffpsrtiw rf 14 swfwpw
~sstr w Its«i «4C «s«4'wn«4«tl yon» us rib«tired s4«s
~rstisl us)ffssrtw grr srirrui ~ Aciwti f,ff. IiA4 vsf ~ Jtnst csin
~utrw 4 w n«y!«4 Jits rpi 4 in4r. Tl» 44««l sntwwff sf
Ar s«4wr rtwi tr tilrctiiIs aa)N S«stttattw 4'gnrntis Wnprs t4
~yfftrs Ious ysrsyil is s«i ptryn«tttstw is 4't t. T4 Is«Jew«tat s«A
4S nf tl» pm«w nspi IrAst os tat«ef 4 bun kiss 4Inn«4 s 4 nap 1

Cprsur tits lii4rs pff«4«tg rry«puA T14 st«as s«WP»f rss
i«144 sech if14 rilrtrslssi ir«cist upon«rot tsuwtnhttff «I Wl
Wu«wt4 ssi trr«t4 kw«J F. Iia crag«its« yips, ~ r«n Subw «I
Aista«htui rrr«4 to wpiiw4 nt« iws sns IShia. )t4«whit P4«

i4t4A N«iirs. 1«rr4rir bwsshrutn, TOP44«n Phiss iiiwa«i
4N sbytr tw)

J C«nghgs Dio ~ AP fsprr JAIH01

Thrll Shnrb «avis
FNEhOCTJC JIITCNI'LANCTANT SNOCNS ~ NADIO
FNISSION AND COIIONAL NASS CJCCTIONS
N. V. Cone (Labor ~ toff for Nlch Xnercy
A ~ traphgslcs ~ NASA/OSFC. Oroenb ~ lt, ND 20221)
N. N. Shseley, Jr. ~ It ~ A. NOvsrd

The Interplanetary ehach ~ «hlch cenersti
dninctahln lov frnnvonpy {cl Ntt ~ I radio
r ai ~ sinn, ripresint ss ~ crovp, tht anat
Pnl PAPIIt silat'll~ I rtli«I'nd bg ths a«rl FAP all
1st ~ rpl esotery lit') Ahocho «hlch cenrrsiid so
called It type ll avesta, vo find, vhan
obsofvat lans vari avail abl ~ ~ t'1st thi
~ ssaclsted solar o«ento Involve4 feat 2 1500
1 ~ /sec) curon11 ~ 1 ~ s ~ Joctlotl ~ {CACO) In
cnepsrlson vith thr st t ai'll CNFA detected
hy I hn hi I v I A.t pnrnnaAraf 1, Ihn Ctt ~ ~
n««np 111 ~ et «it h II' fr 1 I I ~ vr nta arn Ihi srrit
~ 1 ~ ~ 1st And pnnpspt ir'hn asJority (>5051
bnlnnc te ihn alructvral classis discrl'Isd by
ihn !'nlulnd rr SsnrCht ~ 1 1 ~ 'CVrVod frO11 OP
'hain', Evl Jnnce prr snniid svccset ~ that chain
nre thn ~ 1st cls«a vie«id fros ~ dlfterrnt
pnripictlve Ovp risvlin sro con ~ Iitent «ith
t birn baled ~ close rnl ~ I ionshtp 'botvein
IIIIAPP11llitsry ~ Irnctl~ ~ ntt fast cng ~ l jhnch
va«P 1, Pa ~ In eot ~ sinn ~ Cnlansl naia
aJirtinne,)
4 Crnyhgo CPO ~ Ar yst»r JAODI ~

Tectonophysics
Dljo ~ Jato ww ry etffct«««4 pr~
CAALT CCSOIOIC Csttgg IT Tttt NOSVICIAN DDTIPCDTSL
NASCI~ Atut TNC COIJDCATC JSN NATTtr DIDCC

J. 51OCoald osi 0. CI41ol ~ toeyertoost et Coe)OCF,
Dnl«aseity og Orts, Ikffeg)
5rleolc prafllee ~ t tho T4f IOC plotoou IkrDIO ~ 1 1

Nnr«sg o«4 ttw Mrttwrn Joa tug«A 114ci tww yr«taod ~
Irovverh fer the isrlg Tertiary ~ Isco 4«niorf
~s««tw siesta iiil«tii«. Ttw pili«sins e««1«t isa of
'1nth sross I~ a«tt ~ ~ laitar OAJ ~ tw vswtir Is««aint
rifttrtnr~ vri 'Is(%4 11 asti«tan OI fl«v I«slt ~ I~

ttw early gvpv. D«risc t1O first 2 ) silliei gears
~ t nypntno, Icelandic tgyo ssris41«c rolatii t ~ itw
«»A Atlantis volcanic pre«inca crootoJ ctw oso«vr4
~ Isplic reflector ssc«eases At ttil~ ti«4«II flow
~ lee ca«arri the OJJocest this«ad OAJ Intffdrd
cist I«st ~ I c fust OII ttorvoy It» cost Io«t Neo«
In«Ader'f lo proroosi to Io Iocitoi J«t Iondwri ef
~newly JSI ~ scarc Jtsceneo wst of ttw e*iic pistons
Cscorpa«c Deflect«c ot Stir 4«ot tur Jtysins
~po«mr« ti i«i«rernantsii IOOJ««r 4 OI ttw Is«skry
~PI11111 ~ roAIOA ii t ~ oiottionol crest It I~
i«scietti that tai««PAIN ara ~ I ~ npoli«IS ryeo
ttwt sri essorisciJ vtth Initial vyltfs 4w to ~ Iftind
Is sreitowtf chtt«OJ Crust. Iyossiw aorotb, «PDIMI
1111, Oe«ari 4iyyiiC rellssterai turVOCIOA 4O ~ )

J Cw hgs. I ~ .. ~ , Faw iiille

Volcanology

tr/t Ngdpetnppusl $1
ittLItpt Ijufort5t Luutn CC1$ CA ol IN, gttlgtu~e
NITONSL floe

srnvof Iprpwt«nt ef ynglici, vnlrrpritf of
Cali focal ~, Dirt Irg, Csilfernl ~ Ttggot
J. N. Oifnule«. $ . y, Cnttn, ~ . N. IP««Peril

Nlcn 'Nil'Nr Pstln« iiiocl~ tii vlin t«grtlt«PIAN
r«t&s r«ftici I ppprpnpn of ~ oic«w I« MII«o
~ rwt«nant. Tni pn«tpnwnl I ~ vl tins\it 1 err tied fron ~

Arnclp Dive caps«4 If ~ rositnc I«inst ttrl vnepplflnc
IN cileipi. In . «pfKO 1st . pptni . fvwatsp. etc.,
IrIP 'Nrl'Np patio ririsr fffs I io IC trap Ini iir
riila gn ~ «pt«tran« tpr ppne«c«4 ag 'iipftnc Opcffpp
of 4ilvtion if tnp a«cattle ceoonwnt vltn psiiociiie
apt tv, grN i«disci«I twllva I cpvri ~ I 4 pleio ini
I tnn«snt 'io I . Pir nspo fp«seviftp IA «Atpn tni
hgoroihirsil fIsla pipe«tat«. w vippatvo Ini
silt«A t«steels ra«o» Iilon IA ~ ~ atffrpnni isr rni
froa it» Lo«rp cpf pp tti IA ~ lipcp hrepotwpnsi us«IA
vtinln lni calo«pi. Tni 'Nil'Nr i«Its w» fo«no ia
«r I fpos 2.I lo 1.1 itvi Irs sip ritto. Ine rspt ~

~Ilonp coprelsii «tin rsplsttov IA vitri rnpatrtpf,
epclftcstlf, ltw 'Npr Np rails Ir»pii i4 «itn iiisl

ItcipsoAsir coAcrniisiloA gni ~ Iiroliio Itcspwnst ~
I ~ fran ~ii wtpp poli Iiinp«c'IIOAP Intel ~ Iis tol s«t
oi ~ III~'iini gnp pvpintpsitts of Ii spwnrt« I~ ~
fwn'It«A «f ttw -r ~ ~ tl«ntltif of ~ I~ Atsw otl «Alpn
ln I«pa, I ~ fw»tins ef nwl IAIIIAC «it tt srw ~
iipipstioA pptop io WJ ~ leap«tASI ~ coA«ipitorl ttN
r«pc«teston or Alert 'Nnl'Np reit«vita nten Iicspse
ILrt~ Il IAtpr'oprir4 ip ttw pi, vit of Oppp ~ it«lion of ~

plait ~ It»past fivtd vltn roolrp vst» Jvpinc iiciit Ie
IAP tvpfirr. Ttw Oil«Iten sne n«tine aptrpp
sniilno, snh tnrppfnpp twin Ot. wl 'ur npr ppi ~ lant tn

rt ~ tns ft«ti. ~ I«top tn«t ipr rat otr«tii «it lI ~ II tn ~ sffii p ~ rt it In«md ~ tips« ppntnpttls of
~Np, s«vill si Ctrl, liirtii ~ Mttv sonp riilo«sl
flvte tll «Alen tnn ipoioetr roses IitaA of Mltv «tilIi rironcig Off«cise 11 itw iorltton Af psdtos«nlc
npllva As tn'ltv IiitAstc cnspo Itlsnp sff ~ I«o
ifItcipi If ttw ipipinpi op is ~ Arr of ff

spit�

»
~itcintr stirs IA lniito« rr. rpiitp , tsi estini af
tv i pnstlov ri. irrotri, ini If tnn OI«n stien ~ 1

Pi ~ li 4«PIP«4 fiei ~ tw tin lf Piitii Of VPP Ieiliii
Into Msr P«ifsff roi'I «i'IPPP. Iuoltv Ifftee» ~
ngopotwpvsl, tello ptoM c«14«ri.j

Ci«yhfs Dis ~ yifir OSOISS





nee»eten s> t>es e'vnnvehxrsl >4«niy sl Amttetv. Vr> I>, >< ~ I, rp .«s'Itt. >tie»est> pe»>

DFF{)IIMATIONASSOCIATRD WITH THR 198C CHAI.FANT VAI.I.RY
RAII'I'H()I)AKR.RASTRIIN CAI,IFDI{NIA

llv W. K. (IRO88 A>c» .l. I'. Shvh<;8

Thp aim< nr<I dr fora>stion brlwN n .Isnunrv 198 i nuil.lulv 198>t (1>o»lrnrt b<p>nk pl

of n prt«'bt Irilntrcation network {Figure I) iu Ib<~ i'Iiir<'otrnlnrrn of tin ('bslfsut
Vnllryroc<hip>nkr suggr«ts Ihst the earthquake inv<ttvrcl I.:I m right slip nn<l p»7 rn
normal slip on n 15 km.long l>urir<l fmilt dipping .eu'Sttgi (V. Tb< infc'rrr<l «I i«mic
mo<nent i«equivalent to 4 magnitude {hf<.or hfn) Ci,'> earthquake.

Thc 198C> Chalbn( Valley earthquake srqurnre occ<irrrd wi>hin n trils>rrntion
network IFigure I) that hsd bern»urveyrd right limes between .Iuly 1972 an<!

.bnusry l9N. The network was re«urveyrd in.inly 198C> following the main shock
in the Chnlfant Valley sequence. Allmeasurrmrnts in thr nrtwor'k wrrr m>ulr with
n (trt»le>li>r. nn<l refractivity rorrrctions w< re from end f»iint t>rr»«urr mrs»ure.
ments, on<I trmprraturr nnd h>uniilitv prof>lr» ilrtrrmiiirdfr<em sn sirrrnft Ilying
nlong Ihr line at Ihe lime of ranging. I'he «ton<!arrl rrror in mrs«uring Ihr lrngt
ofs 2I).km long line is nbout;> m>n. The de!nil» ol'he mea«urement pmcedures an
the amirsry st(sine<1 srr given by Savage snd Pre»cot t {1973).

The mra»ured linc trngths I'or Ihe 12 tines rht«est tn thr rpirenter are shown ss
a function of lime in Figure 2. Most of the lines «how s»ignilicant change in length
in thr inlerval .bnusry 1988> to .Iuly 198Ci. Wr sttrilmte Ih<ise changes tn the
('bslfant Vnllryear(hip>akr. Signif>cant change«a«»or is!ed wilh the 1980 Mammolh
1 takes earthquakes and the as«>cisted inflation of Ihe ls>og Valley caldera {Savage
anil I.i~neski, 1984) can nlso be iclrntilied in Figure 2. The 1982 to 1984 off«et in
Ih< line 'I'ung»trn Sherwin is prr»umsbly n c<~i«mir rl'frrt of thr 1984 Hound
Valley csrtbqun'ke {(tm»» nnd Savage, I!188>1.

l.int» w<e»t nf Ihr linr Itnnncr Sherwin <ii<1 niit show spprrrinhlr rhangr« in thr
t<inqi co I!»«I intrrvst. 'I'bi» inrlu<k» nnt only tb five soli<I linc» »bown in Figure I
liut sl«o an adjoining.'IS line network In thr we»t that inch><tts thc stations shown
as unronnrcted triangles in I"igurr I. In addition, the network shown by ilotted
lint» in Fih«<rr I wss sl»o rc»i>wryrd in lstn lulv. It b>ul la«t I>trn surveyrd in 1982.
N<i ntqirrrinhlr rhsngr» in th<t«r linr lrng>b«wren <tltrrwrd in Ihr I!>82 Io 198(t
interval.

The linn oul of stntion Chnlfsnt were mcn. ured on 22 hily the clay nfter the
main «hock in the Chslfnnt Valley srcpunce and again oo '>8.1uly. Itoth measure.
ments arr shown in Figure 2. A«ran he src n. nti »ignitirnnt rhangr in Ihr lengths
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6. P-wave first.motion plots (loiver-hemisphere. equal area projection) for the largest foreshock
fAr. the main shock fBl, and the largest a(recshock (Cl. Triangles and circles denote dilatation and
compwssional arrivals, respectively. T and P represent the calculated tension and pressure ages.
respecrively.

31 July at 0722 (UTC), an Mf. = 5.8 aftershock occurred at the southeastern end of
the seismic zone (Figure 4E) at 37'35.5'N, 118'28.4'W, and a depth of 9.2 km. This
event appears to have had its own aftershock sequence that outlined a rupture zone
to the north-northwest over a depth range of from 5 to 8 km along the main shock
rupture zone. In the following 2 months. August and September, seismic activit
continued along previously outlined trends throughout the seismic zone {Figure 4F),
with two notable exceptions. First, an area 2.5 km north of the 31 July event became
very active. Second, on 2 August, over a period of about 2 hr, a sequence of small
earthquakes, the largest having a magnitude of 2.4, occurred at a location about 4

km north of Bishop {Figure 4F).
Focal mechanisms. P-wave first-motion fault plane so)utions have been derived

for three of the earthquakes larger than magnitude 5 and are shown in Figure 6.
These fault plane solutions are especially well-constrained due to the dense station
coverage near the epicenter and the fact that these earthquakes were sufficiently
large to have had impulsive arrivals out to distances as great as 400 km. All three
mechanisms show primarily strike-slip with a small component of normal slip. The
preferred foreshock focal mechanism solution {Figure 6A) shows predominan'.)y
left-lateral strike. slip movement a)ong a plane striking N25'E and dipping 75'o

'he northwest. In contrast, the referred main shock focal mechanism solution
(Fi re 6B) which a rees with the distribution of the main shock aftershocks,
strikesN25'Wanddi ssouthwestat60. Therakeonthis laneis-180'n icatin

ure ri ht-lateral strike-sli movement alon the southwest di in lane. The
preferred plane for the 31 July aftershock strikes N15'W, dips 90', and.has a rake
of 160 (Figure 6C) that indicates almost pure right-lateral strike-slip movement
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Seismic and Aseismic Deformation Associated Vifiththe l952 Kern
County, California, Earthquake and Relationship to the

Quaternary History of the White WolfFault

ROSS S.
STEJN'epart

racar of&oology, Sranfonf Unlrer@y, Sraltford, ~onctu 9fJOJ
U.S. Geological Survry, lifcnlo Park, Caljfornla 9CJOJ

WAYNE THATCHER

U.S. Geological Swvcy. ltfcnlo Park, Calilori/a HJOJ

Synthesis of geodcdc, geologic, and seismic data from th» White Wolfhull, Cahfornia, ind'catcs that
the fault separates an area of late Quaternary and continuing rapid uplifl in the Tchachapi Mountains
and Transverse Ranges from even more rapid subsidence in thc southern San Joaquin Valley. On July
21, 19S2. rupture of the White Wolffault produced the hfdf ~ 7.2 Kern County earthqaate. Wc used tbe
aftcrsluck xone to delimit the size of thc faulted shp surface and applied congnints imposed by the
known 1952-1953 horizontal shear strains to model tbc measured ooseismic vertical displacemerus, with
an ehstic dislocation modeL A curved fault trace with decreasing fault depth (27 to 10 km born the sur-
face vertically to the base), slip (3 to 1 m), and dip (7S'o 20') from the 1952 epicenter at Ibc southwest
end of tbe fault toward the northeast provides the 5t most consistent with tbc geodetic Iecor4 Ihc mea-
sured seismic moment. the fault.plane solution, and the paucrn of surface rupture. Two short rrJvvelcd
hnes neat tbc 1952 epicenter ultcd 4 and 17 toad down to the north from S-10 years before the eart-
hquak; Ibe prescismic tilts dUfer signi5cantly from tcn tuber surveys of these hoes. LeJt-lateral fault-
crossing shear strain from 0.2-20 years before the quake'was two times greater than both prescisnuc of-
fault strains and the post. seismic fault~ suains. During the fina seven years after tbe carthquakc,
aseismic deformadon was negligible. From 1959 to 1972 uplifl reached 160 mm over an area bLrgcr than
tbe aftershock zone, rising 6rst in the epicentral region and then at tbc northeas cnd of the fsalL This
was unaccompanied by any surface fault slip. Rcoonstrucuon of the vertical acparauon on tbc White
Wolf fault from lat» Quaternary and tate Miocene stratigraphic marker beds shows that the rate of rc
verse fault slip increased l'orty.fold, from 0.1-0.2 mm/yr to 3-9 mm/yr, bctwecn thc past 10-1 S m.y. and
the most recent 0.6-1.2 m.y. Wc cstimatc a 170- to 450-yr average recurrenc» interval for eanhquakes on
the White Wolffault with slip equivalent to that in 1952. The 1952 carthquakc appears to be character-
istic of th» Quaternary record of fault displssxment in thc increase in White Wolfslip toward tbe San
Andreas fault. Ihe rauo of reverse to lateral slip (13:1), and Ibe ratio ofvertical fault slip to emergence of
the hanging wall block (3'.1). The >8500.m~ sedimentary basin on the do~itrown bloct cannot
be explained by repeated slip of the White Wolf fault in an clastic medium.

STEIN AND THATcHKR: WHSrE WQLF FhULT DEso~'rtoN

TABLE 2. Model Fault parameters

Fault Segment I (West) 2 (Central) 3 (East) Nct

Strike
Dip, dcg
Reverse slip, m
Left-ht slip, m
Upper depth. km
Low dept km
Moment, Mo, dyne cm

N73'E
75
2A (2.9)
2.0 (2.0)
5.0 (5.0)
27 (19)
S.7 x 10

N58'E
35
1.0
2.0
3.5
15

3.3 x 10"

Ni3'E
20
0.4
1.0
2.0
10
1.6 x 10

13
1.7

1.1 x 10"

The values shown in parentheses correspond to the 19 hn deep fault model shown as a dashed curve in
Figure 7. The dislocation program divides each segment into two planes with identical parameters except
for spike, in order Io smooth the strain 6eld neat segment junctions.

earthquake was calculated by Ben-Ncnahcnt t 1977) Io be 0.84 depth and location of faulting and may not accurately record

x 10 d)we cm. Here M, @gus, where lr is the elastic mod- thc buried slip and its variation along thc fault strike.

ulus of rigidity, assumed to be 3 x 10" dyne/cm', u is the slip
magnitude, and A is the slip surface area. The geodetic model

I « I> wnformine within observational error Decreasing fault depth, slip, and dip away from the 1952
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United States Department of the Interior
DEOLOGICAL

SL'RVk:T'OX

B"O-I6 D.S.
DE%VER FEDERAL EEBTER
f>E'EVER. COl ORMS 80«S

August 5, 1987

Robert Rothman
NRC-Phillips Building Complex
7920 Norfolk Avenue
Bethesda, MD 20814

Dear Bob:

Enclosed is a review of the PG8E progress report of
June 24, 1987 entitled Empirical Ground Motio..s
Investi gations of PGSE Diablo Canyon Power Plant Long Term
Seismic Program. I have limited my comments to a review of
thzs document since PGSEs empirical ground motion
presentation at the July 15-16 workshop was confined to this
report. All my comments expressed during the caucus after
the workshop are included in the review. In addition, there
are many more comments that relate specificai'y to the
details of the analysis that have arisen as a direct result
of my review of the document.

My comments are quite specific, many of =hem relating
to a lack of documentation for many of the cc.".=lusions drawn
in the report. I have also asked several clarification
questions throughout the review. If these. questions are
answered and the report is modified to include the p oper
documentation, I will have an excellent basis from which to
express my opinion regarding their empirical ground-motion
studies.

I will be on annual leave from August 7-23. If you
have any questions, I will be in the office o:; the 24~".

Sincerely yours,

Kenneth M. Campbell
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REVIEW OF JUNE 24, 1987 PROGRESS REPORT
"EMPIRICAL GROUND MOTIONS INVESTIGATIONS FOR PGKE

DIABLO CANYON POWER PLANT LONG TERM SEISMIC PROGRAM"

Page I-1. There is no mention of vertica ground
motions or peak velocities. Are these parame-.ers going to
be'ddressed as part of your study?

Page I-2. Site-specific response spectra are presented
h ut the report as an 84~" percentile estimate over athroug ou e

narrow period band anchored to a median PGA. pecS ectra should
be analyzed and presented on a period by period basis using
a consistent percentile throughout the entire period range
of interest. The practice of anchoring a narrow-band
spectral average to a median PGA results in a site-specific
response spectra that has an inconsistent level of
uncertainty throughout the period range of interests

Page II-1. There is no mention of the shear-wave
velocity criterion for defining a site as rock-like. At the
wor s op, yok h you mentioned that a site was considered rock-like

ar er.if the surface shear-wave velocity was 2000 fps or l g
Any criteria used to select sites for the PGAE rock site
data base should be explicitly stated in the report.

Was the shear-wave velocity criterion consistently
applied for all sites? It appears from Table II-1 that
there are sites that do not meet this criterion. Especiallyt are those sites composed of Pliocene sediments.
Also suspect are the Tabas and Gazli sites. The lisuspec ar

'terature
I have reviewed suggests that these are soil sites. What. is
your basis for classifying these sites as rock-like?

Also omitted form the report is your 3-meter limit of
soil depth mentioned at the workshop. There are a few sites
listed in Table II-1 that exceed this limit. Was this
criterion consistently applied? I question the inclusion of
si es' having even a few meters of soil as rock sites, willa oug , my1th h results would suggest, that their inclusion

ates ofhave a tendency to conservatively increase estima e
ground motion at high frequencies.

Later in the report you state that, your spectral
analyses were done for frequencies in the range 0.5-25 Hz
(0.04-2 sec). For site-specific spectra, ycu stated an
in eres it t in frequencies as high as 33 Hz. You shoelC be
aware that many of the response spectra used i y'n our studies
are not valid over this entire frequency range. Most
spectra computed since 1971 have been lowpass filtered at 23
Hz, substantially reducing spectral ordinates at, frequencies
higher than this threshold. Even 1971 and older spectra
have been filtered at 25 Hz. The spectra have been highpass
filtered as well. Although the standard Caltech filter was
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15 sec, Trifun~c has shown that many of the=--= spectra are
dominated by noise at peri ods substantially smaller tr.an
this. Most spectra computed since 1971 have a variable
highpass filter that can be as high as 1 Hz. I would
strongly recommend that you only use that portion of the
spectra that is unaffected by the filtering - ocess or not
dominated by noise (as determined by Trifun=-") for your
analyses. The spectral values outside this band are totally
unreliable.

All parameters in the attenuation rela.;onships should
be explicitly defined. For example, did yo'se the mean of
the two horizontal components to define PGA and response
spectral values, or did you use both components? How was
closest distance to the fault rupture defined and computed?

Page II-2. I object to the use of hypocentral distance
for some of the "smaller" earthquakes when fault distance is
unknown. Which of the earthquakes used in your analyses did
not have fault distances available? Even earthquakes of
M=5.0-5.9 have fault rupture zones that are a significant
fraction or even larger than the distance o'oncern in this
program (R=4.5). Furthermore, hypocentral d'stance is
traditionally a very uncertain parameter be"ause of the
large uncertainty associated with the computation of focal
depth.

Table II-2. Why is the 1978 Santa Bar"ara earthquake
excluded? There were rock sites that recorded this
earthquake. Its exclusion suggests, that yo'ave not
explicitly stated all your criteria for sele ting a
recording for your data base. These criter a should be
clearly and concisely stated.

Page III-1. I disagree with the use o= "modified" soil
recordings for the site-specific analyses. I acknowledge
that there are very few recordings that meet your'riteria
for selecting such records, but one should not compromise
the consistency of the data base because of this paucity.
Site response is highly site specific, making generic
corrections to specific recordings subject to great
uncertainty. I would rather see you search for other rock
recordings that meet your criteria, or modi y your selection
criteria to include more rock recordings. The lack of rock
recordings at very close distances to M=7.0-7.5 earthquakes
is a fact we have to live with. If there are insufficient
rock data to do a site-specific analysis, t"en you wi3.-l
simply have to rely on the results of the regression
analysis to estimate ground motion for the proj'ect.

Page III-2. Here and elsewhere I would recommend that
you present all of your esults separately =or strike-slip
and reverse/thrust fault mechanisms. If they are combined
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with "equal probability" it is difficult to see the
difference in the two results.

Page III-3. I feel that undue emphasis is being placed
on the mean spectral value for the 3.0-8.5 frequency band.
The entire frequency band of interest--stated later to be
0. 5-25 Hz for the regression results and as high as 33 Hz
for the site-specific results--should be treated with equal
emphasis. Averages over specific frequency bands should not
be used to characterize either site-specific spectra or
spectra derived from regression analyses. I believe NRC
would like to get away from the idea of a "spectral shape."

Page III-4. Since NRC may not accept your tentative
selection of M=7,0 as the SSE for the site, I would suggest
that you do an alternate site-specific analysis, if
possible, for a M=7.5 event.

Page III-5. After reviewing the literature, the
empirical results summarized in Appendix B, and my own
empirical results, I feel that the factor of 1.2 used to
convert between strike-slip and reverse/thrust fault
mechanisms is too low.

Why are all of your spectral results presented in terms
of pseudo-absolute acceleration, S> ? It is more common to
display response spectra in terms of pseudo-relative
velocity (PSRV). Results presented in terms of PSRV would
be more easily understood and compared with the results of
others.

Table III-1. Why were the 1985 Mexican and Chilean
earthquakes excluded from your site-specific study? There
is only one earthquake that has a magnitude greater than
your target magnitude. These events, if they were to fit
your criteria, would add several more recordings at
magnitudes exceeding your M=7.0 design event. In addition,if your were to do an analysis for a M=7.5 earthquake, these
two events would be the only two that have magnitudes above
this value.

Table III-4. Why not include the extensive work of
Bernreuter and others at LLNL in addition to those listed in
this table? They have developed frequency dependent site-
correction factors for use in their seismic hazard
characterization of the Eastern United States project.

I am unable to find adequate documentation of the Seed
and Schnable (1980) reference. There is insufficient
documentation in the stated reference. Could you provide me
with a copy of their paper so that I may review the basis
for their results?
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Table III-6. As stated previously, I feel that the
adopted f=-"tor of 1.2 is too low considering values
available xn the literature and the results cf both your and
my empirical analyse

Figures III-6 and III-7. Mere the various equations
plotted in these figures used with the appropriate distance
measure? If so, how were the various measures related to
one another? Mhich measure was used to plot against? If
not, these results can be quite misleading and your
conclusion based on them are subject to considerable
uncertainty,

Figure III-8. Trifunac and others and Bernreuter and
others also have relationships that can be used to define
spectral ratios between soil and rock. However, as stated
earlier, I do not believe one should modify soil'ecordings
to rock for the purposes of estimating site-specific
spectra.

Page IV-1. You allude to supplemental analyses of soil
site recordings from previous and current studies to help
constrain some the parameters in the attenuation
relationship. If so, these results should be presented or
adequately referenced so one can independently review the
basis for these constraints.

All parameters in Equations (1) and (2) should be
explicitly and precisely defined.

You should present the results'-of all the statistical
analyses performed in this section. A full documentation of
these results is necessary if one is to have sufficient
information with which to review the analyses. This
includes the analyses used to establish the "constraints" on
coefficients Cs and C(M).

Why was the analyses restricted to M>6.5? This seems
extremely restrictive for a regression analysis, especially
when already constrained to a very limited rock and rock-
like data base. How many earthquakes and recordings were
used for this analysis'? You should tabulate these data so
one can judge their adequacy.

Mas C(M) determined from the multiple regression
analysis based on Equation (2)? If not, what was the basis
for determining this extremely important parameter?

Page IU-2. It appears from the discussion here that
you further restricted your regression analyses to
reverse/thrust events. If this is so, it appears that you
have severely restricted your data to include only M>6.5
reverse/thrust earthquakes with recordings on rock or rock-
like sites. You should show the results of all analyses and
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explicitly tabulate each of the data bases used to perform
these analyses so one can see the empirical .'=-sis of your
attenuation relationships.

As stated previously, I do not believe that all of the
spectra used in your analyses are valid over the entire
frequency range of interest.

The analysis of Sa using the ratio Sa /a is again based
on the concept of a "spectral shape." The es"imation of Sa
from Sa /a and a has much greater uncertainty associated withit than the. estimation of Sa directly, if one properly
computes the uncertainty as confidence limit . This is
because you are combining two random variables to compute a
third, which must necessarily result ip larger uncertainty
unless the two variables being combined are perfectly
correlated.

The above discussion brings up a topic that is often
neglected in the literature. That, is, the uncertainty in a
regression analysis is commonly reported in terms of the
standard error of estimate. This, however, is not the only
uncertainty that should be considered when making
"predictions" from such a relationship. The uncertainty in
a predicted value is also dependent on the uncertainty
associated with the mean estimate. This latter uncertainty
can be extremely large when the estimate is based on an
extrapolation of the model. Therefore, the appropriate
quantification of uncertainty in a predicted value is by
means of confidence limits, which includes both types of
uncertainty. Use of the standard er'ror to quantify
uncertainty in a predicted value can lead to a substantial
underestimate of the true uncertainty.

You should tabulate the regression results for each
period analyzed.

Has the Ca '8. 5-M)~ and C(M) terms empirically
determined? Xf so, you should give the empirical results so
one can judge the significance of these results. If not,
what was the basis for determining these terms?

Page IV-3. I would expect there to be significant
differences in attenuation with distance for Sa as a
function of frequency, especially beyond |.0-20 km. Your
setting Cs '=0 violates this. Even though the "distance of
engineering interest" maybe less than 30-40 km, your
attenuation relationships are being determined from data
recorded at distances as great as 300 km. Therefore, it is
important that any difference in attenuation as a function
of frequency be included if so required by these data.
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Was the same functional form used to est..mate Sa used
to estimate the average Sa over the 3.0-8.5 Hz frequency
band

Was the spectral analysis restricted to H>6.5
reverse/thrust events as was the PGA analysis? If so, this
seems too restrictive for a multiple regression analysis.
You need to specify the exact data base used for these
analyses

Page IV-4. You specify throughout the report that
estimates are for equal weighting of reverse/thrust and
strike-slip mechanisms. I would prefer to see the estimates
and plots presented separately for each type of faulting.
Were the strike-slip estimates estimated from the
reverse/thrust estimates using the factor 1.2?

Figure IV-1. In this and subsequent figures, the
captions refer to the results as those from the
reverse/thrust attenuation relationships. Yet, data from
strike-slip events are superimposed on the curves. This is
extremely confusing. If the regression analyses were
performed on the reverse/thrust data only, then only these
data should be plotted. If you want to show how well the
predictions agree with the strike-slip data, then you should
present these as separate plots. The plotting of data not
used in the analyses gives the impression tha'uch more
data was used to establish the relationships than was
actually used.

Figure IV-17. The regression results plotted as a
function of frequency on this and previous figures are
extremely smooth. How was this smoothing obtained? By
smoothing, you have modified the original regression
results. I would prefer to see the unsmoothed spectra
plotted in these figures. If you would like to show
smoothed spectra, than they should be shown in addition to
the unsmoothed values. If smoothed spectra are used to
provide estimates of spectral ordinates, then your smoothing
scheme needs to be fully documented.

References. Throughout the paper, two studies are used
and referenced for which there is no adequate documentation.
These are Sadigh and others (1986) and Seed and Schnable
(1980). References to these studies are in the form of an
abstract and a summary in a second publication,
respectively. Unless sufficient documentation is available
for these studies in the form of a report or journal
article, I would strongly suggest that they not be used. If
reports are available, I would like to have a copy to
review. If reports are not available, how can your defend
the use of results that are not documented?
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Appendix B. Although you present the a'gorithms for
performing weighted nonlinear regression ana yses, you never
state whether you used a weighted analysis in the regression
analyses discussed earlier in the report. Were weights used
in your analyses? If so, what was the algor thm for
computing them and what is the basis for the algorithm?

Approximate confidence intervals can be very poor
estimates of the actual confidence intervals for
coefficients having highly nonlinear distributions (such is
the case for the cx and cz coefficients in the function
C(M)=cx exp(cz )). In this case, Honte Carlo techniques must
be used to establish the actual nonlinear distributions (see
Gallant, 1975 in your reference list).

Appendix C. You should present the results of the
regression analyses discussed in this appendix.

Your regression results using all the data, probably
the most statistically robust analysis, results in a'ault-
type term of C6 =0.32, or a 38% higher PGA for reverse/thrust
events as compared to strike-slip events. Yet, you have
adopted a factor of 1.2 to relate these two fault types
throughout the report. As stated previously, I feel that
your factor of 1.2 is too low, considering the results in
the literature, your empirical results, and my own empirical
results.

The smaller difference in fault type seen for the
larger earthquakes at larger distances may simply be a
result of different attenuation rates for the two types of
events. Since you are primarily concerned with near-source
ground motion (R=4.5), it would seem more appropriate to
emphasize the near-source results, and, hence, the larger
factor for fault type.

If either the rock or soil site data were restricted to
distances of 50 km or less, how would your results change.
Would fault type become more significant? How would other
coefficients in the relationship and predi-ted values
change? Such an analysis should be done for all the studies
presented in this report to insure that the use of far-
source data has not unduly biased your near-source
estimates.
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DEPARTMENT OF CIVILENGINEERING

THE CITY COLLEGE OF THE

CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEH YORK
NE'H YORK, NEH YORK 10031

212-690-4228

Dr. Morris Reich
Head, Structul al Analysis O'I vision
Department of Nuclear Energy
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, Long Island, New'ork 11973

4 October, 1987

Re: Comments on Meeting of 15-16 July, 1987. with
Ground Motion Panel on Long Term Seismic Program
for the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant

Dear Dr. Reich:

This letter report presents a summary of my comments on the
presentations made by the DCLTSP Project Team at the subject meeting. The
meeting focused primarily on the current status of the numerical ground motion
studies, with only a rather short summary presentation made of the state of
the empirical ground motion developments. The meeting was extremely
worthwhile for me to attend, however, to obtain information on the ground
motion calculations which will eventually be used as input to both the fragility
and the SSI tasks. Prior to the meeting, I received a copy of preliminary reports
describing the detailed activities being conducted in the ground motion area.
These reports were extremely helpful to me in preparing for the meeting and in
reviewing after the meeting so as to be able to prepare this summary document.
This procedure should be followed for all workshops.

Comments on Empirical Ground Motion Studies

Referring first to the empirical ground motion study, the program
presented by the Project Team appears to be reasonable for such a complex
problem, as I have stated previously. Currently, 157 sets of three component
records obtained at distances within 300 km are available from 55
earthquakes. From this data base, a reduced set of 18 strong motion records
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were selected to perform site-specific statistical analyses, these records
being chosen based on magnitude, distance, site condition and fault type
char acteristics. Attempts were then made to suitably scale these recordings to
account for differences between conditions at the recorded site and the OC

site.

Oue to the extensive scatter in the available data base, the
recommendation was made at the meeting that the target PGA should be based

on the 84th percentile of the data base, as is current practice, and not the
50th percentile as recommended bg the Project Team. I have several additional
questions on some details of this program. First, the reduced data base which
is being recommended for input to both the structures and PRA programs is
strongly influenced bg the judgement that either the strike/slip or reverse/slip
fault mechanism is predominant. No specific consideration, however, seems to
be given to the impact of other assumed fault mechanisms on characteristics
of the potential ground motions which may be sustained at the site (frequency
content, as well as PGA). If it can be shown, for example, that fault mechanism
does indeed have an impact on frequency content of the ground motion, this fact
would play a role in the judgements to be made during the PRA study, no matter
how remote the possibility of the particular fault occurring.

Secondlg, I have some concern of the impact of the assumed spectral
amplification in the 3 to 8.5 hz range on the ground motion program. This
assumed amplification is not based on any DC site characteristics, but rather
on some subjective judgements which were made early in the LTSP program.
Statements have continuallg been made at the various ground motion
discussions that this is the primarJJ frequency range of interest to the SSI and

fragilitg programs. This is in fact not the case, with the important frequency
range probablg more like 2 to 20 hz. A side concern associated with this
artificial scaling in this frequency range is that actual accelerograms will not
be able to be used directly in the structural response program. Rather,
artificial motion histories will have to be generated to match these scaled
spectra. No specific discussion of this problem has get been presented.

Comments on Numerical Ground Notion Studies

Relative)g detailed presentations were made on the various simulations
being used in the numerical modeling area. The objective of this phase of the
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ground motion program is to provide additional information to the ground
motion study that cannot be generated from the empirical program alone.
Impact 'of site specific fault behavior and'eologic configuration can

potentia))g be studied to determine the impact of DC site parameters on

seismic motions. As I have stated previous)g, this effort is impressive and,
from an academic point of view, extreme)g interesting. The approaches being
contemplated are extreme)g complex qnd at the forefront of the current state
of the art.

However, it appears to me that a significant effort must still be

expended to verify the adequacy of these computations, particu)ar)g in the
frequency range of interest to the SSI and fragi)itg studies. This verification
becomes more important since the current plans outlined at the meeting
indicate that of the total number of ground motion suites to be input to the
fragi) itg program, ) 2 wi)) be taken from the empirical program and l4 from the
numerical program. Thus the results from the numerical modeling study will
now have a significant impact on all of the structural response calculations.
Questions of the adequacy of the computations must therefore be addressed.

I wil) try to summarize some of mg specific concerns with this program.
I should mention that the fol)owing discussion is restricted to the numerica)
modeling study on)g. Thus the term empirical" and "semiempirica)" mentioned
below refer not to the empirical ground motion study, but rather to the
numerical methods being used in the ca)culationals.

1. It is stated in Enclosure 8 of the handouts that the empirical Green's
function approach, which was described at previous ground motion
workshops, is limited bg ihe necessity for using strong motion recordings
from the Imperial Val)eg site to represent wave propagation characteristics
at the DC site. In addition, the restricted number Gf recordings available
from the Imperial Va))eg site further )imits the app)icabi)itg of the method.
The implication of these statements, of course, is that the method should
not be used to generate site-specific data for DC.

2. As a result of item 1, the Project Team has moved to an improved method,
the semiempirica) single source method. Again, this approach must"be fit to
the data at another site {Imperia) Va))eg) before application can be made to
the DC site. This method relies upon significant scaling assumptions to
allow matching of the computed data with the measured data for the large
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event'at Imperial Valley, with these scaling functions being to a significant
extent intuitive in nature. In fact, although the method relies upon highly
complex analytic solutions to the wave propagation problem, the scaling
procedures used can to some extent be considered curve fitting. Thus, the
applicability of the results to the DC site is again highly questionable.

3. If one compares Figures 416, 417+nd 418 (horizontal motion) and Figures
4.20, 4.21 and 4.22 (vertical motion) of Enclosure B of the handouts, one can

note significant differences between the results of the calculations with
both the empirical and semiempirical methods as compared with the
measured site data at Imperial Valley. This is especially true for the
vertical recordings. Although the comparisons may be considered acceptable
from a qualitative point-of-view, they certainly are not from an engineering
perspective, where structural responses (loads and stresses) are directly
proportional to acceleration levels and not the log of these levels.
Differences of the order of two in acceleration are significant.

Since the methods are essentially being curve fit to the Imperial Valley
data, discrepancies between measured and computed data are a direct
indication of shortcomings of the methods of prediction. Differences at the
DC site may in fact be even greater than those at the IV site. The Project
Team apparently is also concerned since they have now introduced a third
approach, the multiple source semiempirical method, to further improve the
predictions. These again must be fit to the Imperial Valley data. Therefore,
although the methods are based on complex wave propagation methods of
analysis, significant efforts should be made to improve the confidence level
in the computed responses.

4 The various computational methods presented are based on the generalized
ray method of analysis. The Q structure model used to describe damping in
the rock system is shown in Table 1 of Enclosure C to be variable with
depth, with the P-wave damping taken as half the 8-wave value throughout
the system. A comment was made at the presentation that in fact the Q

structure used for the computations was not variable with depth but rather
was constant. No justification was presented anywhere in the presentation
for these assumed damping values, nor were comparisons with laboratory
damping data mentioned.
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Of more importance, no data was present,ed anywhere to indicate the

sensitivity of the computed acceleration responses to the assumed
Q-structure. Offhand, one would expect that the surface data w'ould have

significant impact on such calculations. In Enclosure C, it was further
indicated that an average Futterman Q operator was assumed to simplify the
time domain integrations in the generalized rag computations. The
implication of this assumption, particularly in the low Q near-surface
region, w'as not discussed. Thus the entire treatment of material damping,
w'hich w'ould appear to have major impact in the frequency range of interest
to the structures at DC, is neglected in the Project Team's presentations.

5. The generalized rag methods presented in Enclosure C consider only body
eaves (P and S eaves) in the computations. These calculations indicate
reasonable correspondence of primary arrival times with the more exact
wave number solutions, as well as other general characteristics of the
response. Ragleigh eave effects were shown to be small for the case of a

fault asperitg at a depth of 9.5 km. However, for the case of a fault
structure w'hich extends close to and even to the ground surface (apparently
a reasonable possibility at the DC site), Ragleigh wave and other lager
interface effects may be significant but cannot be included in the rag
approaches.

6. The Project Team indicates that the frequency dependent scaling above 2 hz,
used in the multiple source approach, is extremeig difficult to quantify and

in fact may lead to errors of the order of three or more. The multiple source
functions are therefore corrected bg essentially curve fitting the computed
to measured responses at individual stations. The application of this
procedure to any other location besides the site where the responses are
measured is therefore highly questionable.

7. ln Section 5 of Enclosure 8, comparisons are made between computed and

measured accelerograms (Figure 5.9). Again, although such comparisons may
appear qualitatively appealing, they certainlg have no engineering
significance in themselves. Variations in peak g's (a more important
engineering parameter) w'1th range in Figure 5.10 indicate significant
differences. The comment that the "simulations agree w'ell w'ith
observations is in mg opinion not appropriate. Differences of the order of 2
or more in spectral acceleration in the 2-20 hz range are important {see, for
example, Figures 5.11 to 5.34).
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Comments on Coherence A roaches

The approach proposed to treat the impact of high frequency incoherence
on site response appears to be a reasonable one. Again, I have several specific
questions about the proposed program.

). The incoherence mode)s are to a great extent being calibrated from the
smal) event that occurred offshore, directly opposite the site. No discussion
has yet been presented to indicate that incoherence effects for such smal)
events will be the same as those associated with the larger events of
interest to this program.

2. Judgements made about source contributions to the incoherence model
which are based on the Imperial Val)ey simu)ations must be considered
highly suspect, since these calculations may have significant numerical
errors at the higher frequency range, where incoherence effects are most
important.

3. The data from the offshore event mentioned above, as well as the site data
developed from the air gun experiments being conducted, are influenced by
the fact that the power plant structures are now in place. The assumption is
made that these structures do not have an effect on the measured site
responses. It is not clear to me that SSI:effects are not impacting the
coherence calculations, with the effecive resu)t of double counting these
effects in the structureslfragi)i ty studies.

Comments on Pro osed Utilization of Ground Notions

In Enclosure D, the Project Team presented results for fourteen different
simulations, and recommended model 9 as a typical ground motion which could
be used in the deterministic SSI study. Since any of the computed ground
motion records could be expected to occur with equal probability at the DC site,
the Team should justify this selection. It appears that model 6 of Table 3.2,
with a peak ZPA of 1.05 g's, wou)d lead to a more critical structure response
than model 9, which has a peak ZPA of 0.75 g's.
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In summary, therefore, it seems to me that more work is required bg the

Project Team to verify that the numericai results being generated bg the
various generalized rag methods are reasonably accurate, particularly at the
frequency ranges of interest for the DC structures. This is particularly
important since the current plan calls for a major dependence on these
numerically generated accelerograms as input to the fragilitg studies.
Sensitivity of these results to reasonable variations in the modeling
parameters must therefore be determined.

In addition, the frequency range of 3 to 6.5 hz may be an important factor
in arriving at site specific ground motions. This range appears to be relatively
arbitrary, and not associated specifically with the DC site. As mentioned
previously, a direct result of the scaling associated with this frequency range
is a loss. of the specific time histories associated with the spectra being
developed in the empirical program.

In closing, I would like to reiterate that attendance at the Ground Motion
Panel meeting was extremelg valuable to me in being able to judge the
adequacy of the information being supplied as input to the SSI program. Such
information will obviously play an important role in evaluating the
completeness of the SSI calculations currently being performed. I would also
like to take this opportunity to thank the members of the Project Team for the
effort they made in their presentations.

Respectfully submitted,

Carl J. C antino
Professor of

Civil Engineering
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